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Soybean prices were higher and com prices were firm following last week's USDA crop report
showing iarger than expected increases in the estimated size of the crops. Positive price
reaction on negative news gives the appearance that com and soybean prices have made
seasonal lows. The next question, then, is how much price recovery should be expected?
There is a lot of uncertainty about the answer to that question, but it appears that the answer
may differ for com and soybeans.

For com, the market generally believes that the 1996 production estimate will get largGr. ln
addition, there is some concern that exports may fall short of the USDA'S projection of 1.95
billion bushels. That projection is 12.5 percent below exports during the 1995-96 marketing
year. As of November 7, export sales were 30 percent behind the pace of sales of a year ago.
As pointed out previously, the hurdle for U.S. exports is the large world grain crop cunently
being harvested.

The bright spot for corn consumption is in the domestic market. Processing use of corn is
recovering from the set$ack of last spring and summer. lmproving livestock feeding profitability
is expected to lead to expanding livestock production. Reports from private sources would
suggest a build-up in the hog breeding herd is occuning. The broiler industry, however, is not
expanding as expected. First quarter (Septomber-November) consumption of corn will be small
and there is a strong likelihood that year ending stocks will build to over 1 billion bushel. For
the immediate firture, con pnces may be supported by the slow rate of farmer selling. However,
that pattern could change dramatically after the first of the year. Typically, there is very little
new information flowing into the corn market during the winter months, resulting in a nanow
trading range for corn prices. lt now appears that will be the pattern this year. New direction
in com prices may have to come from early spring weather conditions and acreage prospects.

While the soybean market has a much larger supply to work with, prospects for a high rate of
consumption remain good. For the year, the USDA projects soybean exports to equal those of
the 1995-96 marketing year. Through November 7, export sales exceeded last year's sales by

23.5 percent. Export shipments slarted slowly, but as of November 14 cumulative shipments

were equal to those ol a year ago. The domestic crush for soybeans has been record large in

recont weeks as soybean meal export sales are double the level of a year ago. The most recent

USDA projections of soybean consumption during the currenl marketing year may be too low.
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The cunent pace of soybean use is very impressive, but there are some considerations which
may temper the recovery in soybean prices. First, soybean and soybean meal exports vr/ill be
6ven more concentrated in the first half of the marketing yaar than normally is the case.
Chinese business in partiollar, is expecled to subside afler the first of the year. The tonid pace
of export sales over the past five weeks will give way to smaller numbers. A second, but related,
limiting fac{or is the prospects for a large South American soybean harvest in 1997. lt is still
early in the growing season there, but no significant problems are being reported. As long as
those prospacts remain good, importers will not aggressively cover their needs beyond the 6arly
spring of 1997. Finally, there is a general expeclation that the USDAwill increase the ostimated
size of the '1996 U.S. crop again in January. lf so, it will be very difficult to avoid a build-up in
year ending stocks of soybeans.

The current and expecled pattern of soybean consumption suggests that the recovery in
soybean prices may run its course over the next two months. Crop problems in South America
could obviously alter that expectation. January futures traded to $6.62 on November 12, and
recovered to a high of $7.015 on January 15. lf consumption remains as large as expecied over
the next few weeks, that recovery could continue into the $7.25 to $7.50 range.

Soybean producers should consider a pricing strategy that includes both time and price targets,
with the time window being the next two months. Attractive corn marketing strategies are not
apparent. ln general, producers own too much of the crop. A recovery in December futures to
$2.75 to $2.80 may be all that can be expected.
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